ALTERNATIVE ACADEMIC CALENDAR FEBRUARY-2022
CLASS : 7TH
SUBJECT : THIRD LANGUAGE ENGLISH
SL NO.

WEEK 1
Smile
poem

LEARNING
OUTCOMES
1) Children come to
know about the meaning
of new words

SUGGESSTED
ACTIVITIES
1) Activity gives with
the help of clues.

ASSESSMENT
ACTIVITIES
Work out
compression.
Worksheet given
to children to do
work.

Week 2
Smile

Week 3
revision

Week 4
revision

1 Children will be able to 1) Match the
make rhyming words
following

1) Children will read
and enjoy the short
poems

1) rhyming books
give to children to
read and recite.

1) children will be able
to make answer for the
questions

1) dialogues Between
the children

With which
provided by
teacher.

Children will
enjoy the poems
with acting aaand
dancing.

Activity give to
children through
they use to talk
with each other in
English language.

POEM; A SMILE [ANONYMOUS ]
A smile is quite a funny thing
It wrinkles up your face
And when it's gone, you'll never find
Its secret hiding place
But far more wonderful it is
To see what smiles can do
You smile at one, he smiles at you
And so one smile makes two....
MEANINGS;
Smile

= An expression on your face, shorsing happiness.

funny thing

=That makes you smile or laugh.

wrinkles up

=To accumulate many wrinkles, as due to age or some external force.

Secret

=Somthing that is not or must not be known by other people

hiding place

=A place for concealing someone or something.

Wonderful

=inspiring delight, pleasure, marvelloos.

Anonymous

=Whose name is not known

Innocence

=Not having done wrong.

tears

= A drop of water that comes from your eye when crying.

benefits :

= An advantage or useful effect

Sword

= A long, very sharp metal weapon, like large knifs

Rhyming words;
Rhyming words are two or more words that have the same or similar ending sound. If
they sound the same or similar they rhyme.
Map-sap - Lap

Cow - How NOW

Mitt - sit

Slice - ice

skip - Drip- Lip

pet - Met

Jet - net

Crimes - Dykes

wit - Hit - sit

Nine wine

Them - pen

Hides - winds

Hide Tide - wide

Dish wish

Cap - map

See - tree

Sing - wing king

Seven- Heaven

Doll - ball

Dog - Log

kick - pick - Lick

Bridge - Fridge

Cat - hat

Hut - nut

wool - fool

nor- ror

Bat - mat

Cup - pup

Rig - Dig

Soon moon

Kit - bit

Bug - hug

zero

Sun - bun

Fox - box

Hero - pen Men

Tip - Lip

Pen - den

Ten - Hen

Bag - Rag
Hole - mole- stole

Nail - Sail
Day - Mary - stay

Grows - blowes.
One - bun

Four - Door

Cook - Look Hook

Draw - claw - paw

Dot - pot

Two -shoe

Face- place - Race

Fate - Mate - Bate

fan - pan

pick - kick Stick

Car --Jar

Six - sticks
Seed Feed- weed.
Eight - skate

Jump - Dum - Bump Red - bed
Change- Range
Four - Score –Door

Hill - will-kill
Four -Door
cat - Sat - Bat

write - Right
bridge - back

Ball- Fall-Tall

Pail - pale
fox -- box

Right - Kite - Height

Very - vary
pig - wig

Bore- Four- Roar

Reign - Rain
run - Sun

One-Gun - won

Read- Red

All – Ball - call

Sheet - Feet

I'm a Little Teapot
I'm a little teapot
Short and stout,
This is my handle
Here is my spout,
When I get all steamed up.
Hear me shout,
Tip me over and pour me out.

Ding, Dong, Bell
Ding, dong, bell
Pussy's in the well
Who put her in?
Little Johnny Green
Who pulled her out?
Little Tommy Stout
What a naughty boy was that
To drawn a pussy cat ?
Who never did any harm ?
But scared all the mice. In the Farmer’s barn

Humpty Dumpty
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall
All the king's horses and all the king's men
Couldn't put Humpty together again

Questions;
1. How many times did the poet used the word smile? and why ?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. Discuss the benefits of smiling, share your views
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. Do you like to smile?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. whos smile do you like the most?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. what do you mean by smile ?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6. Do you like smiling face ?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7. Is smiling and being happy good for our health ?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8. Laughing is the good exercise for our heart. Do you agree with this ?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------9. What are good habits mentioned here? mention all healthy food items ?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Simple dialogue between the children
1. How are you?
I am fine
2. What are you doing this weekend ?
I dont have any special
3. How are your parents ?
Fine, and yours
They also fine
4. How is your study going on ?
Very nice our teachers are very good
5. When your exams will start ?
May be in the month of April
6. How much fees did you paid for your admission ?
I have not paid any fees because I am studying in government school.
7. Fine what is the reason behind your happiness ?
I respect my elders, obey my teachers. I love my younger sister and brother and
always used to talk politely with all. So all are liked me.
8. After the exam will you go to Bangalore ?
Not yet confirmed .
9. What do you like to become in future ?
I like to become a doctor

